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BOLDRE STILL AND BOLDRE

 (August 2021)

Harebells - Church Lane

The Reverend Canon Andrew Neaum became the “House for Duty” Anglican priest of the
lovely Boldre Benefice in August 2013. The Vicarage in which he and Diana live is on the
edge of the New Forest, a couple of miles north of Lymington in Hampshire. He is old
fashioned enough a priest to visit his flock in their homes, but “house for duty” clergy are
supposed to work only two days a week and Sundays, which means visiting everyone in
the parish takes a long time. The following  are the August 2021 weekly ruminations,
aired prejudices and footling observations  that in the weekly pew sheet augment his visits
and  help keep folk in touch week in and week out.  Earlier articles are available from the
Article Page on this Website:

 http://www.andrewneaum.com/articles.htm

http://www.andrewneaum.com/
http://www.andrewneaum.com/articles.htm


(415)  “This and That”  - 29 August 2021
When harrowed and harassed by the catalogue of disaster, horror and doom reported on Radio

Four, there’s Radio Three as an alternative. It nearly always disappoints. Too much unmelodic,
dissonant, modern music or late  romantic era sturm und drang. 

To each his taste
The fault lies less with Radio Three than with the too narrow tastes of a melody freak of a vicar,

uncomfortable with emotional incontinence and daft enough to consider music to have died with
Schubert and Beethoven. To him music reached its ultimate and glorious apogee in Johann Sebastian
Bach. 

Chacun à son gout, but it is good to know you are not on your own. The poet Dick Davis is on
my wave length:

No Going Back
My mother loved deep voices – 

Paul Robeson, Kathleen Ferrier – rich, 
Romantic, with the weight 

Of tragedy about their lives, 
Odds overcome, succumbed to; 

The sob she heard reverberate 
In every note they sang. 

For recreation I put on 
High sexless voices – Emma Kirkby, 

or some nameless countertenor 
whose life I’m happy 

To ignore – kidding myself I cruise 
Their cloudless stratosphere; 

Transcendent, bright, no weight, no tears.

Holidaying at last
I am on holiday in Haslemere as I write this. It’s a hard-working holiday, but the first in a couple

of years so most welcome. We spend each late afternoon and cook our evening meal in Chiddingfold,
the loveliest of villages. Our base is in Haslemere, the house of Diana’s son and family who are in
Greece. Our daily sojourn in Chiddingfold is at my daughter in law and her family’s rectory. How lovely
are the narrow, leafy lanes of the Surrey hills. Foliage at this time of the year is at its densest and darkest.
To turn off into leafy lanes is  to be a rabbit plunging down its burrow.

At the beginning of my daily journal there’s a list of all the holidays I’ve enjoyed since 1976. In
that year I was a curate at Harare Cathedral, sported a red, shaggy beard and had been married for just
one year. We lived  in the centre of the city in a pleasing three storied block of flats called Hadlow Place
in Baines Avenue. It was a happy abode and is still there. I remember with particular pleasure a little
tray I made and affixed to one of the windows to attract birds, as indeed it did, swarms of tiny ‘bronze
mannikins’. 

The following year  we hired a chalet in a game park alongside the Kyle Dam, near to the
Zimbabwe Ruins. We took with us a couple of whole beef fillets too enjoy fillet steak with egg and chips
for most dinners Top quality beef was cheap and fillet steak became our standard holiday fare. 

The next year we went with our first little boy, born in February, to Zinkwazi on the Zululand
coast. Beautiful beaches, but the memory that sticks is bathing the little lad in the vegetable tray from
the fridge. 

A capacious bosom
In 1982 and 1983, as in 2019 and 2020, we didn’t go on holiday at all. This was not because of

a pandemic, but because on the Island of St Helena there was nowhere to go. Any time taken off was



at home. The deprivation was more than made up for at the end of our tour of duty. Months of holiday
in England, before flying to Australia.

Reminiscing like this is dangerous. Other people’s holidays, like other people’s dreams,  can be
tedious. In my first parish I was once treated to an account of an elderly parishioner’s holiday as I sat
beside her on a settee being shown photographs of it all. I awoke with my head at rest on her capacious
bosom. She took no offence, but the album was snapped shut smartly. 

(414)  “This and That”  - 22 August 2021
The red, orange and yellow of fire and brimstone are never seen or heard from the pulpit of St

John’s Boldre. If ever that pulpit blazes, dazzles and flashes, it is with purple. 

Purple prose
Lurid passages of “purple prose” do indeed sometimes erupt from that distinguished podium. The

term “purple prose” can be traced back to the Roman poet Horace (65-8BC) It’s defined these days as
overly ornate writing that draws attention to itself by such an abundance of flashy adjectives, adverbs
and metaphors, they disrupt the flow and meaning of what is written or declaimed. Refined and stylish
writers and elegantly eloquent orators deplore it. 

The exuberant Debyshire born novelist, poet and essayist Paul West (1930-15), however,
revelled in it, as indeed do I. West extols it for “showing off the expansive power of the mind
itself…..because, habituated to life written down… we become inured and have to be awakened by
something intolerably vivid”. So too with faith. We become habituated to it written down and preached.
Hence the need, just now and then, for purple pulpit prose.

Episcopal purple
Last Sunday there was purple of a different sort in St John’s. The Bishop of Iowa was present.

To retire shortly, he has an impressive record of Church service and was born in Bradford, England. He
and his wife Donna’s granddaughter, Emma, was being baptized in St John’s at 12.30pm. Emma’s
mother, their daughter Sarah, is a psychology lecturer and her husband Ben a chef and artist. They live
in Lymington but intend worshipping at St John’s.  

Both baptisms last Sunday, one after the other, were of churchgoers. The first was that of Tabitha
Brushwood, whose voice and personality we are already well and happily acquainted with. The two
ceremonies made for a happy day.

Little bundles of egotism
At baptisms during these Covid days, the parents themselves anoint their child with the sign of

the cross, hold the infant and pour the water, while the priest recites the words. It makes the ceremony
more personal for the family and is altogether a good thing. In the case of Emma, the Bishop played a
big part in the proceedings too.

Baptisms are joyful occasions. They are also public. Anyone is welcome to stay on and attend.
There’s no sermon, just a few words of introduction and, as the Spirit moves, a few interjections along
the way. On Sunday, at both ceremonies, I read a passage from St Matthew’s Gospel that illustrates
Jesus’ acceptance of and high regard for little children. It contains his words: “Whoever becomes
humble like this child is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven…..”.  It struck me, for the first time, that
this could well illustrate a degree of naivety in Jesus, as an unmarried man with no children of his own.
Infants are far from humble. They are little bundles of egotism who need gently and gradually to be
taught humility. It was interesting to point this out as the parents expertly, and largely successfully,
struggled to pacify and contain their little ones, 

A purple hue
In the introductory words I attempt to reduce the Christian faith to its essence….  Strip it of

doctrine, dogma, ceremony and piety, right, right down to the simple and irresistible answer it offers to
the “riddle of human existence,” to the question “Why do I exist?”. The answer: not to to be rich,
successful, admired, secure or even happy. Not all. We exist to learn to love. That is, to die to self and
selfishness and live for others as much as ourselves.  



Insofar as any of us come anywhere near to achieving  this, we are likely to lead fulfilled lives,
be it long, short,  or even happy or unhappy. in any conventional sense.

How sensible to be baptized into a faith that teaches this profound truth, while offering a
compelling narrative, and ancient wisdom and traditions that inspire and enable us to live it. And best
of all, a God who epitomises it.  

No purple prose around the font then. Though when little ones scream blue murder, mothers’
faces sometimes do take on a purple hue.

(413)  “This and That”  - 15 August 2021
Sentimentality deepens with age. Tragic tales and mawkish films too easily reduce

septuagenarians like me to tears.

Tears of anguish
Last week it was a psychotherapist on Radio Four who undid me. He told of therapy sessions,

early in his career, with a distraught and troubled young woman with whom he could get nowhere,
totally failing her. Yet she wouldn’t let him go, fastening to him “like a limpet”. She phoned incessantly, 
even his home. At appointments in his rooms, he couldn’t cope. At times she voiced her anguish and
distress so noisily he feared it would diminish him in the esteem of his more experienced, senior
colleagues. This indicated, he acknowledged, that he was less interested in her, and what she was saying,
than in his own reputation. Yet because therapy sessions seemed hugely important to her, he couldn’t
bring himself to end them. A sign of grace.

After one particularly distressing session she fled and sat down all alone, totally isolated in her
anguish, on the steps outside his rooms sobbing loudly. At his wits end, distraught himself and clueless
as to how to help her, he went and sat beside her on the steps. Tears of distress welled up and began to
to roll down his own cheeks. She noticed this, astonished, realising for the first time that he was
anguished on her behalf. She was getting through to him after all, was being taken seriously and listened
to. She got up and went back into his room, her first steps on the way back to a fulfilled existence.  

Forlorn, lost, lonely and wrecked 
In my time I too have been fastened upon by the forlorn, lost, lonely and wrecked. They have sat

in my study and poured out their woes, desperate for answers I didn’t have. Some, too, phoned the
rectory at all hours of the day and night. My accessibility, a listening ear, kindliness, and assurances of
God’s forgiveness and love might well have helped some. Not all though. At least one of them I buried
when, eventually, she took her own life. Others I failed for want of time, patience and sympathy. 

On the day I listened to and was so moved by the psychotherapist’s story, the poem we read after
matins was by John Betjeman:  

Business Girls
From the geyser ventilators
   Autumn winds are blowing down
On a thousand business women
   Having baths in Camden Town.

Waste pipes chuckle into runnels,
   Steam’s escaping here and there,
Morning trains through Camden cutting
   Shake the Crescent and the Square

Early nip of changeful autumn,
   Dahlias glimpsed through garden doors,
At the back precarious bathrooms
   Jutting our from upper floors;

And behind their frail partitions
   Business women lie and soak,



Seeing through the draughty skylight
   Flying clouds and railway smoke.

Rest you there, poor unbelov’d ones,
   Lap your loneliness in heat.
All too soon the tiny breakfast,
   Trolley-bus and windy street.

“The operative line in that poem,” writes Alan Bennet, “is Rest you there, poor unbelov’d ones,
Betjeman always had an eye for the forlorn and the unloved: unloved buildings, unloved suburbs,
aesthetic outcasts as well as emotional ones. Lord David Cecil was once giving a lecture on the
Pleasures of Reading. To his surprise he noticed John Betjeman in the audience. Afterwards he thanked
him for coming, ‘Oh no, don’t thank me,’ said Betjeman, ‘I thought it was the pleasures of Reading’ (the
town)….. yet another unloved place.” 

Kindliness and a sympathetic eye for the unloved are what life most needs and is all about.
They’re qualities that help make Betjeman so lovable. Likewise Jesus of Nazareth. 

(412)  “This and That”  - 8August 2021
The priest at St John’s faces north when he sits in his stall. His left ear open and receptive to the

west and to the congregation, his right ear to the east and to the choir. 

Defenestrated cherry stones
Last Sunday, for the first time in well over a year, my left ear picked up and rejoiced in a

satisfying roar from the congregation during the singing of the hymns. 
This was partly because a few days previously my ears had been successfully suctioned and

irrigated by an old fashioned ear-plumber. The last time they’d been so effectively treated was when I
was a young supply teacher in London, in the early nineteen seventies. Driving along a country road
some days afterwards, with a carton of shiny-cheeked cherries on the seat beside me, I noticed in wonder
that I could hear the stones I blew out of the window hit the tarmac as I trundled along. 

A jubilant flotilla
Two of last Sunday’s hymns, Be thou my Vision and Eternal Father strong to Save are

particularly popular and eminently singable. My left ear thrilled to the sound of a congregation in full
throat. I glanced down the nave and it was as if I was about to be overwhelmed by a flotilla of tiny
yachts. Everyone’s mask, like a spinnaker, was filled to bursting with great gusts of genial breath, a host
of tiny yachts bearing down musically upon me. Colourful, joyful, jubilant, wonderful. 

Vile and disgusting
To live in Boldre or Lymington as neither a sailor nor  a horseman is to be gratifyingly unusual,

out of step and different. It takes me back to my student days when, briefly, I was a fascinated reader
of a much censored author called J. P. Donleavy. He’s a sort of second rate James Joyce. Very funny
at times, filthy frequently, outrageously vile and disgusting often. These days I would commend his
books to no one. 

One of them is called: “The Unexpurgated Code: A Complete Manual of Survival & Manners.”
It’s a scatological and satirical book on etiquette that offers advice to anyone desirous of becoming
pukka. I remember the book for a single phrase that’s stayed with me down through the years. He calls
plebs who desire to transcend their station in life “the bootless and unhorsed.” Had he written his
manual in Lymington they’d be “the boatless and unhorsed.”

Blighted
Almost overnight our potatoes and tomatoes were afflicted with blight this year. It has happened

in previous years to tomatoes, and so we only plant a token or two on the off-chance of them escaping
this fate. To no avail in 2021, they were a total write off. 

The potatoes, fortunately, were modestly minding a large crop safely underground and so we’ve
been enjoying a favourite lunch: boiled new potatoes, smothered in butter, with nothing else, save a cup



of soup. As with buttered bread straight from the oven, buttered new potatoes, straight from the
saucepan are unutterably delicious.

Full of beans
Our four varieties of climbing bean now require a step ladder to reap and are in glut. As long as

they’re picked young, their abundance is easily coped with. 
First of all, we give plenty of them away to folk without a vegetable garden. Secondly, before

they coarsen, we cut masses into pieces, boil them for five minutes and then blitz them with lots of olive
oil, some lemon zest and juice, home grown garlic and bouillon. The oily, creamy mixture is then frozen
for later use in a variety of pestos. 

Excess courgettes are coarsely grated, gently butter-fried and used in savoury fritters.
Better still, grated and fried, they’re mixed with blitzed sundried-tomatoes and a preserved lemon or two
to form a rich base for a fillet of salmon or cod. Topped with a mixed mash of potato, sweet potato and
parsnip, then baked bronze, they’re to be prized.
  We’ve made our first apple pie from young, unripe apples, their pips still shiny white. Vegan
veal.

(411)  “This and That”  - 1 August 2021
Each of my young grandchildren receives a piece of verse on their birthday. It’s decorated with

pictures and graphics and sent off to be declaimed on the happy day. If I’m privileged to be present, I
recite it myself with verve sufficient to elide rhythmic hiccups and burps into high-order fluency. My
own father did this for his grandchildren, the beginning of a family tradition, I like to think. 

Birthdays and weddings

The first stanza of a verse composed for the recent birthday of a grandson in Chiddingfold goes:

The joys and thrills of Chiddingfold

Are various and manifold,

But Thomas Neaum beats the lot

To those who really know what’s what…..

Two stanzas from of a piece written for the third of a lovely quartet of granddaughters living in
Tasmania go:

When nerves are tangled like spaghetti

That's the time to call on Hetty.

So cool's that girl from Hobart town,

She'll sort you out and calm you down.

Should worries shower like confetti,

That's the time to call on Hetty,

She'll crack a smile and then a joke,

And worries dissipate like smoke…..

Family weddings elicit verse too, even my own to Diana. Here’s a snippet, uncomfortably
self-referential:  

 Thank you Lord for Andrew Neaum,

Whose nickname should be ‘Carpe Diem’,

For though not fast and far from sainted,

When only briefly reacquainted

He yet, upon Midsummer's Day,

Seized upon and made a play

(Graveyard benched, in chivalrous manner) 



For the hand in marriage of Diana.

Who’d have thought she’d acquiesce?

But that she did, she gave her “Yes”……

The grace at my son’s wedding feast was particularly  appreciative of the tucker:

For parsnip soup and ravioli;

For rack of lamb to savour slowly; 

For sweet aromas, noble stenches,

For Neaum's Greene's, McGrath's and French's;

For local wines, the very best,

As at Cana's wedding blessed,

Exotic pastries, goat milk cheeses;

For warmth inside as outside freezes;

For coruscating company,

Good talk, good wit, good repartee;

For you too Lord, who dared compare

Heaven's food to wedding fare;…..

 Couples who went ahead with their wedding last year in spite of being restricted to only 30
guests, were gifted a piece of personal verse too because

Their grit and wisdom grasped the chance

To cock a snook at circumstance

And hold their wedding, grasp the nettle,

Make their vows and show their mettle,

Thus turning  gloom and harsh restriction

To intimacy's benediction….

There are pedantic, prosy prats around who like to whisper, within earshot of the writers and
declaimers of such verse, the word “doggerel”. Imagine my delight, then, to discover a piece of verse
by a real and learned poet I much admire,  Dick Davis, born in the same year as me:

Preferences

To my surprise

I’ve come to realize     

I don’t like poetry        

(Dear, drunkly woozy,

Accommodating floozy     

That she’s obliged to be,    

Poor girl, these days).

No, what I love and praise

Is not damp poetry

But her pert, terse,

Accomplished sibling: verse.

She’s the right girl for me.
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